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This dissertation explored the potential of image features derived from remotely sensed data 
in the context of large-area forest inventory. The study areas were located in Finnish bore-
al forests, with one exception in Northern Minnesota, USA. Estimation of forest variables 
was carried out at pixel (or an equidistant grid) level. The non-parametric k nearest neigh-
bour estimation method was applied throughout the study. The used remotely sensed data 
included Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) satellite images, colour in-
fra-red aerial photographs, TerraSAR-X radar and airborne laser scanning (ALS) data. An 
indicative suitability order of these image types for estimation of forest variables was ALS, 
TerraSAR-X, aerial photographs and Landsat 7 ETM+. Special emphasis was placed on com-
bining features extracted from individual remotely sensed data sources and searching for sets 
of image features that led to the best performance for estimation of forest variables. Selection 
of the image features was mainly carried out using a genetic algorithm. The resulting relative 
root mean square errors (RMSEs) ranged from 23% to 77% in the case of estimating mean 
volume of growing stock. The best results were obtained employing ALS and aerial photo-
graph-based feature combinations. These combinations led to relative RMSEs of 23–30% 
when estimating mean volume of growing stock, depending on the landscape complexity. 
Combining image types with complementary properties typically improved the estimation 
accuracy. Automatic selection of image feature sets greatly reduced noise and dimensionality 
of the large feature sets used as input data and resulted in better performance in terms of es-
timation error. In studies employing ALS data, the ALS observations describing the vertical 
structure of forest stands played a critical role in decreasing the estimation error. 

Keywords: Landsat satellite image, aerial photograph, ALS, TerraSAR-X, k nearest neigh-
bour, genetic algorithm
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Remote sensing in forest inventory

Forests are a specialty among natural resources: they form a visible part of the landscape, 
evolve with time due to growth, species competition and management, and they are renew-
able. They are both ecosystems and production systems, and provide versatile ways of use. 
However, their utilisation must be carried out in a sustainable way. This, in turn, requires 
up-to-date and accurate information on the amount and state of forests.

Remote sensing aims at inspecting elements from a distance. The motivation for using 
remote sensing is to obtain something unobtainable via a mere field investigation or to lower 
investigation costs. Remote sensing allows for the:

• examination of objects from a different angle
• viewing of large areas at a glance
• viewing of areas that are not easily accessed
• utilisation of wavelengths invisible to the human eye
• obtaining of information for spatial units or variables too laborious  

to measure manually
• obtaining of more accurate population statistics than with sole field inventory
• use of numerical analyses and automated processing
• obtaining of raw data that is homogeneous and objective (compared with  

data registered via the human brain)  
• archiving of data for yet unknown uses.

Due to the abovementioned properties, forests are an ideal target for the application of 
remote sensing. Remote sensing is especially well suited for the detection and monitoring of 
broad-scale changes over large areas (e.g., clear cuttings, forest fires, deforestation), even at 
the global level (Giri et al. 2005). However, remote sensing is also used as an aid for inter-
preting detailed forest attributes to support conventional forest inventories (McRoberts et al. 
2006; Tomppo et al. 2008). Biophysical parameters can be estimated even at tree level, see 
Korpela (2004) for a summary of aerial photograph-based approaches and Maltamo et al. 
(2007) for airborne laser scanning (ALS) -based approaches. 

This dissertation concerns the use of remote sensing in forest inventory. Forest invento-
ries can be classified into operational, management, large-area and global inventories (Cunia 
1991). Operational inventory is meant for planning soon-to-be operations at quite a detailed 
level (e.g., harvesting wood from a certain forest area, or sale of a forest estate). Manage-
ment inventories produce plans, which indicate where and when actions should be taken to 
fulfil forest owner objectives. Large-area inventories aim to obtain information at the country 
or regional level. Typical attributes include wood material amounts and increment, cutting 
potential, need for silvicultural measures, forest health and biodiversity. Global inventories 
are carried out for monitoring forest development typically from the viewpoint of ecology, 
climate change or forest resource distribution. 
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1.2 Factors affecting the characteristics of remotely sensed data

To successfully accomplish the aforementioned tasks, the remote sensor must be capable of 
registering differences between the objects. A remote-sensing device registers reflected or 
emitted electromagnetic radiation. The radiation used in passive remote sensing originates 
from the Sun (reflected energy) or Earth (radioactive decay, heat). Optical area imaging re-
quires enough light energy to separate the objects, from such an angle that the shadow areas 
are minimised. The radiation used in active remote sensing is sent by the device. The atmos-
phere effectively absorbs part of the wavelengths. Devices meant for the remote sensing of 
land and sea areas are thus usually designed to record radiation within so-called atmospheric 
transmission windows, which are located in visible and near-infrared (NIR) (optical area 
imaging), thermal infrared and microwave (radar) regions (Campbell 2002). 

Not all atmospheric absorption can be avoided by using the transmission windows. Scat-
tering by gas molecules also affects radiation. Both factors alter the object’s appearance on 
the image. Further alterations in optical imaging are caused by differences in illumination 
and viewing geometry, and can be expressed via the bidirectional reflectance distribution 
function (BRDF). It depends on wavelength and is determined by the structural and optical 
properties of the surface, and thus varies, e.g., between different land cover types and foliage 
cover classes (Danaher 2002). Topography adds to the illumination variation (shadows), but 
also causes geometric distortions (elevation displacement), both on optical area and radar 
imaging. Speckle is a feature of radar imagery, caused by the coherent incoming radiation 
scattered by multiple objects within one radar image pixel. Other factors affecting the meas-
ured radiation are the imaging instrument itself, and the motion and tilting of the instrument, 
which generate radiometric and geometric artefacts. 

Imagery pre-processing aims at reducing the distortions described above. However, the 
use of models and auxiliary data (e.g., digital elevation models, estimates of atmospheric 
properties) in addition to improvements, also, introduce some new uncertainty.  

Sensors detect differences in incoming signal intensity. Sensitivity to these differences 
determines the radiometric resolution. In multispectral imaging the radiation is separat-
ed into pre-defined spectral regions. Division into these regions determines the spectral 
resolution (Campbell 2002). Active radar imaging enables the use of features based on 
properties of the emitted pulses, such as the time interval between emission and return, 
or polarisation. Another active imaging type, lidar, uses visible or NIR wavelengths in 
laser form and also measures the return time and intensity of the emitted pulse (ALS is an 
airborne lidar). 

The instantaneous field of view (IFOV) determines the smallest area viewed by the sen-
sor and thus sets the limit of spatial detail (resolution) on the image (Campbell 2002). It is 
derived from the incident angle for a single detecting element in the focal plane (Federa-
tion… 2014). The viewed or illuminated area can be called a footprint. The entire scene is 
viewed at the same instant in a traditional film camera, and the spatial resolution (optical 
resolving power) is determined by the properties of the film, lens, flying altitude, scale and 
the design of the camera. The majority of these factors also reduce the resolutive capacity of 
electronic sensors. The contrast of the target further affects the spatial resolution at a given 
instance. Users must consider the trade-offs between spatial, spectral and radiometric reso-
lution: in optical imaging, a small IFOV leads to a smaller amount of energy being detected 
and to reduced radiometric resolution. A workaround is to use wider wavelength ranges, 
which then reduces spectral resolution (Spurr 1960; Campbell 2002). 
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Properties of the observed target, such as the aforementioned contrast, have a great effect 
on the distinction success of remotely sensed data. When the sensor is located above the 
target, the information is limited to what can be seen from above. In optical forest imaging, 
the spectral response curve or so-called signature is affected by canopy colour and individ-
ual tree texture, spatial organisation and the height differences of trees, canopy closure and, 
with larger pixel sizes, the mosaic of forest stands. In the case of radar and lidar imaging 
the signal may also penetrate inside the target, e.g. forest canopy, and, in radar imaging, the 
target is viewed sideways instead of from above. Backscatter in these two imaging types is 
affected by surface geometry, roughness and, especially with radar, on the target’s dielectric 
properties. Surface roughness is determined by the vertical and horizontal irregularities of 
the terrain. The dielectric properties of a target, in turn, are a function of the material’s own 
properties and moisture conditions, the latter playing a role in the penetrating ability of the 
radar signal as well. (Campbell 2002; Mather 2004; Jensen 2006). However, variables show-
ing high correlation with the target properties detected by any sensor type can also be esti-
mated. Ilvessalo (1950) found the correlation coefficient between a recognisable feature, the 
crown diameter, and a field variable, diameter at breast height (DBH) of Scots pine (Pinus 
sylvestris L.) to be 77% – for Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) and birches the rela-
tion was weaker. Kalliovirta and Tokola (2005) obtained RMSEs of ca. 13% when predicting 
Scots pine DBH with crown diameter. 

Stand crown closure is commonly inversely related to spectral response. When canopies 
grow in width, they begin casting shadows, which in turn cover the actual reflectance of 
the trees. The understorey trees and bushes, ground vegetation and, possibly, any bare soil 
areas, will also be covered by the canopies and their shadows, to a higher degree the larger 
the canopies are. The remotely sensed signal is thus more sensitive to crown closure than for 
other attributes. This also leads to the problem of image value saturation in cases of dense 
and/or multi-layer canopies (Franklin 1986; Horler and Ahern 1986; Ardö 1992; Franklin et 
al. 2003). 

The uniform grid laid over the landscape captures square-sized samples that are not re-
lated to natural, geographical entities (Wulder 1998). However, in homogeneous areas, e.g. 
the canopy surfaces of same-size, same-species trees, these square-sized samples capture 
recognisable features, whereas in heterogeneous, mixed-species areas the resulting features 
have uncontrolled variation (Maselli and Chiesi 2006). At landscape element borders, reg-
istered image values do not describe either side of the pixel area and these units are called 
mixels (mixed pixels). Concerning the landscape, Boresjö Bronge (1999) stated that the 
main factor reducing the accuracy of a boreal vegetation mapping approach is the small-
scale nature of the vegetation patterns causing these mixels. Improved forest variable esti-
mation results after eliminating samples at stand borders have been reported by Tokola and 
Kilpeläinen (1999), Katila and Tomppo (2001), Tuominen and Poso (2001), Anttila (2002) 
and Hyvönen (2002).

 Forest stands are regions with somewhat uniform structure, often resulting from similar 
topography, soil fertility and silvicultural management. Forest attributes are thus spatially 
autocorrelated, i.e. they exhibit dependence to distance between tree locations, especially 
within one stand, but also over larger areas. Additional spatial autocorrelation caused by im-
aging occurs in remotely sensed data. This is firstly due to averaging in the local neighbour-
hood because of the regularly spaced grid as explained above (Wulder 1998), and secondly 
by radiation scattering (Schowengerdt 2007).
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1.3 Forest attribute estimation aided by remotely sensed data 

As stated earlier, one motivation for using remote sensing is to obtain information for spa-
tial units too laborious to visit in the field, measure manually or both. For the interpretation 
of forest properties, remotely sensed data is often used as auxiliary data in the framework 
of two-phase sampling (Tomppo 1999). Another approach is physical modelling, where the 
spectral signals of tree canopies are related to their biophysical properties with the help of 
physical laws determining radiation transfer (Stenberg et al. 2008). A third approach is the 
direct measurement of objects from remotely sensed data, e.g. the stereoscopic measure-
ments of trees from aerial images or the detection of tree heights and canopy dimensions 
from dense ALS data, after which tree-level models can be used to obtain the rest of the 
desired tree variables. 

This dissertation employs the two-phase sampling approach. In its general form, a large 
sample is first drawn from a population. Only the auxiliary variables of this sample are ob-
served. A smaller subsample is then drawn and its elements are measured. The auxiliary var-
iable should be well correlated with the variable of interest and cheap to measure (de Vries 
1986). In the remote sensing context, the first-phase sample consists of an equidistant grid 
of points each of which may represent e.g. the area of a satellite image pixel or several aerial 
photograph pixels. The field sample plots form the second-phase sample. After the measure-
ment of the field sample, the required forest attributes are computed for these second-phase 
units. Estimates of these attributes are then produced for the first-phase units using some 
estimator (Tuominen 2007).

When the intention is not to detect and model single trees, the computations are carried 
out for grids of certain resolution (consisting of satellite image pixels, groups of aerial pho-
tograph pixels etc. as mentioned above), which in optimal cases relatively well correspond 
to the field plot size. Substands derived via automated segmentation can also be used. This 
approach can be called ”area-based”. Larger units, typically of the size of management units 
(or stands), have been applied in the management planning forest inventories in Finland. 
Holmström et al. (2001) and Packalén and Maltamo (2007) have obtained 50% smaller mean 
volume RMSE estimates at stand level compared with plot level in their remote-sensing-aid-
ed approaches. Even small increases in inventory unit size make a difference: Frazer et al. 
(2011) obtained markedly better results concerning tree biomass estimation when changing 
from a 10-m plot radius to a 25-m radius. 

A method is needed for spatial extrapolation of variable values from the measured ob-
servations into the unmeasured ones using auxiliary data. Suitable methods for this include 
regression, k-means (stratification), k nearest neighbours/most similar neighbour (non-para-
metric regression), maximum likelihood or random forest. Estimation technically provides 
a means to propagate any field sample into a wall-to-wall map the size of the entire image. 
However, we are generally bound to the distribution of the field sample: forest types not 
present in the field sample or variable values outside the range of those observed in the field 
will not be present in the estimates or, in the case of regression, are based on data extrapola-
tion. The field sample should therefore cover the entire variation of the inventory area. This 
can be ensured by using stratification when designing the field sampling. 
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1.4 Extracting image features

Objects can be detected from the image based on their tone, size, shape, texture, pattern, 
height, shadow, site and association (Lillesand and Kiefer 1994). These features need to 
be converted into numerical values for statistical analyses through a process called feature 
extraction. The simplest features available on an optical region image are spectral averages 
and standard deviations computed within a user-defined area. The backscatter coefficient in 
radar data contains information about amplitude and phase. Amplitude can be converted into 
an intensity image. In ALS data, the 3-dimensional point clouds reflect stand structure, espe-
cially that of the canopy layer. A multitude of variables can be derived from the distribution 
of point altitudes. 

The spatial resolution of any remotely sensed image used for interpretation should be 
such that the target objects (or patterns) can be distinguished without the objects being divid-
ed into irrelevant subobjects. Optimal resolution varies with the object type, which, in forest 
inventory (global-level excluded) are typically substands or trees. Different forest types and 
tree species also have different optimal spatial resolutions. If we are interested in substands, 
the spatial resolution must be such that both canopies and gaps are captured. Marceau et al. 
(1994) stated that the optimal spatial resolution in forest stands is primarily affected by spa-
tial and structural parameters. They found minimum intra-class variances (indicating optimal 
spatial resolution) for coniferous forest classes to vary between 2.5 m and 21.5 m. 

A single image pixel represents an area smaller than a typical forest stand but larger 
than one single tree in medium resolution satellite images (side of a pixel approximately 
10–30 m) whereas a single pixel/pulse represents areas smaller than one tree in aerial 
photographs or small footprint ALS data. For this reason, in the latter cases, information 
needed for image analysis must be generalised in the local neighbourhood of each pixel. 
Square-shaped pixel windows or polygons produced by automatic image segmentation 
have generally been applied (e.g., Holopainen and Wang 1998; Tuominen and Poso 2001; 
Pekkarinen and Tuominen 2003). 

Textural properties inherent in images arise from the spatial organisation of the pixel 
values. Mathematically the texture can be described via co-occurrence matrices (homogenei-
ty, contrast) or autocorrelations (Jain et al. 1995). The scale factor between the objects on the 
image and the spatial resolution determines the variation present in the local neighbourhood 
and thus the nature of texture (Woodcock and Strahler 1987). The stand mosaic influences 
the texture in Landsat-type satellite imagery (St-Onge and Cavayas 1997). In aerial photo-
graphs, the local variation of the pixels corresponds to stand structure. Aerial photograph 
texture thus contains valuable information for forest variable estimation (Wulder et al. 1998; 
Kayitakire et al. 2002; Tuominen and Pekkarinen 2005).

Band value transformation by, e.g. taking band ratios or differencing grey values expands 
the feature supply, enhances some properties and makes some objects more discernible. They 
may also mitigate radiometric distortions, such as topographic irradiance, provided that at-
mospheric effects have already been removed (contrary to topographic effects, atmospheric 
effects differ for different spectral regions, as already mentioned). A widely used transforma-
tion class are vegetation indices, which are band ratios usually based on NIR and red bands, 
and aim to indicate vegetation biomasses (Schowengerdt 2007).
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1.5 Selecting and weighting the most relevant features

As is typical for any modelling case, it is possible to create a large number of features that 
correlate with the forest variables in different ways by using various transformations of the 
independent variables. Combinations of various data sources and the spatial nature increase 
the supply of potential features in remotely sensed data. The use of a larger number of fea-
tures generally increases estimation accuracy by providing a more diverse target description 
(objects that may be similar in red band may differ in green band). However, the increased 
number of features may also cause problems, depending on the employed estimation meth-
od. Adding more features into a regression model increases its flexibility (and accuracy in 
the input data set), but there is a point after which the new features only explain noise. 
Non-parametric methods may be affected by the ‘curse of dimensionality’: as dimensionality 
increases, the data become sparse in relation to the dimensions and the contrast between ob-
jects in the auxiliary data space weakens, making e.g. the nearest neighbour search unstable 
(Beyer et al. 1999; Hinneburg et al. 2000; Aggarwal et al. 2001). There may also be features 
with adverse effects on accuracy (McRoberts et al. 2002). Furthermore, it is computationally 
infeasible to use all available spectral and textural features when processing large image 
areas such as Landsat satellite image scenes. The dimensionality of data must therefore be 
reduced, and a subset of bands with good discriminatory ability found. 

The usefulness of any input variable can be studied by measuring the correlation be-
tween image features and forest attributes. However, this does not reveal how the features 
perform together: image features are often highly correlated with each other, and adding 
extra variables that highly correlate with the other variables does not generally improve es-
timation accuracy. It is still possible; Guyon and Elisseef (2003) note that very high variable 
correlation does not mean that the variables could not complement each other. On the other 
hand, a useless variable (with no class separation capacity) may be useful when used with 
others, and even two useless variables can be useful together. Filters ranking features based 
on correlation coefficients are thus not sufficient, and feature construction or subset selection 
algorithms may be needed (Guyon and Elisseef 2003). 

Dimensions in feature construction are reduced by mapping from a high-dimensional to a 
low-dimensional feature space (in signal processing theory, these methods are called ‘feature 
extraction’). Band ratios mentioned in previous subsection are one way to construct new fea-
tures and reduce dimensionality. Their problem is information loss. Principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) is a frequently used method, which retains most of the information (Jensen 1996). 
Feature selection is also used during the image visualisation phase. E.g. Chavez et al. (1982) 
have pondered how to maximise the overall information content for visual interpretation.

Correlation analysis (Tuominen and Pekkarinen 2005; Breidenbach et al. 2010), canon-
ical analysis (Packalén et al. 2012), stepwise selection (Tuominen and Pekkarinen 2005; 
Maltamo et al. 2006; Packalén and Maltamo 2007; Haapanen and Tuominen 2008; Hudak 
et al. 2008; Packalén et al. 2009; Latifi et al. 2010; Breidenbach et al. 2010; Packalén et al. 
2012), simulated annealing (Packalén et al. 2012), random forest technique (Yu et al. 2011) 
and genetic algorithms (van Coillie et al. 2005; Haapanen and Tuominen 2008; Latifi et al. 
2010) have e.g. been used for feature selection purposes in remote sensing-aided forest in-
ventory applications.

Even after selection, the input features are not equally useful in predicting forest variables. 
They can be given weights according to importance. Finding optimal weights can actually be 
considered as one feature selection method (features of zero importance should receive zero 
weights). Feature selection and weighting should ideally be carried out simultaneously. 
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That said, it is also worthwhile to note the following: When constructing any models, 
the researcher should first study the relationships between the dependent and independent 
variables and the use of automatic selection methods is generally discouraged. However, in 
the case of remote sensing-aided forest inventory, these relationships are complex due to the 
properties of both sides of the equation – the remotely sensed data and the forest. Further-
more, there are usually several seemingly equally eligible independent variables available 
from remotely sensed data with good spatial and/or spectral resolution. Therefore, the use of 
automated selection methods is justified to a certain extent.

1.6 Major remotely sensed data types used in forest inventories

Satellite imagery, aimed at mapping the Earth’s surface from space, has been available since 
1972, after the launch of Landsat 1. Sensor resolution was coarse at first (79 m × 57 m for 
the multispectral scanner) but with Landsat 4 the pixel size was reduced to 30 m × 30 m on 
the majority of bands (Campbell 2002). Other sensors with similar aims have been launched 
during previous decades. These Landsat-type, medium resolution satellite images have a 
wide spectral range and good spectral resolution, which generally is an advantage in forest 
or vegetation inventories. They cover large areas, have a relatively small unit price per area 
covered and good availability, so satellite images are typically preferred when producing 
inventories for large forest areas. One indicator of their importance is the newly launched 
Landsat 8, formally called the Landsat Data Continuity Mission. However, the separation 
capacity of Landsat data is still somewhat lacking, due e.g. to radiometric saturation at bright 
targets, such as ice and deserts, and dark targets, such as mature forests with high foliage 
cover and shadows (Turner et al. 1999; Karnieli et al. 2004; Lu 2005). When employing 
Landsat-type data for remote sensing-aided forest inventory, the RMSEs for the mean vol-
ume have typically ranged between 60 and 80% of the field plot-level mean (e.g. Tokola et 
al. 1996; Fazakas et al. 1999; Poso et al. 1999; Mäkelä and Pekkarinen 2001; Franco-Lopez 
et al. 2001; Tuominen and Poso 2001; Haapanen and Tuominen 2008). The smallest error 
level presented above was obtained by Tokola et al. (1996) using the SPOT panchromatic 
band in addition to Landsat TM. Stand-level mean volume RMSEs of 18–48% have been 
reported by Muinonen et al. (2001), Hyvönen (2002) and Mäkelä and Pekkarinen (2004), 
where the smallest error level was obtained by Muinonen et al. (2001) after removing small 
stands, young sapling stands and stands dominated by deciduous trees from the analysis. 
Hyyppä et al. (2000) reported a standard error of 56% for stand-level mean volume estimates 
(compared with RMSE, the standard error does not contain the systematic error, bias). 

Imaging spectrometers, carried by satellites or aircrafts, collect data on tens or hundreds 
(hyperspectral) of contiguous bands with narrow bandwidth. Since the introduction of these 
narrowband data, Landsat type data can be considered broadband data. Hyperspectral data 
are well suited for situations where the targets of interest are small in size and rare (Chang 
2007). The saturation problem of broadband sensors is also reduced to some extent (Thenk-
abail et al. 2004). Pekkarinen (2002) reported a mean volume RMSE of 61% at the field-plot 
level using data from an AISA imaging spectrometer. Hyyppä et al. (2000) obtained a stand-
ard error of 45% for stand-level volume estimates with AISA.

Aerial photographs have been used to support forest inventories mainly since World War 
II (Spurr 1960), although their utility was studied earlier (the study by Sarvas in 1938 can 
be mentioned for Finland). They can be acquired flexibly, within the limits set by weather 
conditions and sun angle. They have high spatial resolution, ranging from some metres to 
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some centimetres, depending on device and photographing scale (typically between 1:5000 
and 1:50 000). This means that textural features can also be used to describe the area of in-
terest. Colour infrared (CIR) photographs are usually employed in forestry, because the NIR 
band facilitates separating deciduous trees from conifers. A long utilisation tradition exists, 
meaning that there are skilled interpreters and the acquisition system is well standardised. 
The standard digital image product nowadays also includes the blue band, in addition to the 
NIR, red, and green bands of the analogous CIR image (digital aerial photographs also have 
improved dynamic range and geometric accuracy over traditional film camera photographs; 
Trinder 2007). Compared with satellite images, the lower sensor altitude causes larger radi-
ometric and geometric distortions and limits area coverage. It is also worth noting that most 
airborne sensors, including the abovementioned hyperspectral sensors, are often uncalibrat-
ed, resulting in study-by-study (or even flight line-by-flight line) relationships between the 
ground truth and spectral characteristics to be developed. When employing analogue aerial 
photographs in remote sensing-aided forest inventory in Nordic forest conditions, the mean 
volume RMSEs of growing stock have been in the range of 38–77% of the mean at field plot 
level (Tuominen and Poso 2001; Tuominen et al. 2003; Tuominen and Pekkarinen 2005; 
Hyvönen et al. 2005; Maltamo et al. 2006; Haapanen and Tuominen 2008). Vastaranta et al. 
(2013a) obtained an RMSE of 25% when using point clouds extracted from digital aerial ste-
reo photography. Stand-level mean volume RMSEs of 13–58%, employing analogue aerial 
photographs, have been reported by Holmgren et al. (1997), Muinonen et al. (2001), Anttila 
(2002), Hyvönen et al. (2005), Maltamo et al. (2006) and Hyvönen et al. (2007). Hyyppä 
et al. (2000) obtained a standard error of 46% for stand-level mean volume estimates. The 
smallest standwise RMSE figure was obtained by Holmgren et al. (1997) using regression 
estimation and a combination of two CIR photographs and two pan-chromatic photographs 
with different viewing angles and scales. 

High/very high resolution (VHR) satellite imagery (e.g., Ikonos, Geoeye, Quickbird), 
with spatial resolution comparable to aerial photographs, have some advantages over aerial 
photography, as they are less affected by the complex sun-object-sensor geometry. These 
images cover smaller areas than moderate resolution images, have poorer spectral resolution 
and are more expensive per area unit. 

Microwaves are capable of penetrating the atmosphere under virtually all conditions, also 
at night. The side-looking view angles give information not seen from the nadir perspective. 
Microwaves may also penetrate materials, giving subsurface information, for instance below 
forest canopy. There are however wavelengths that are reflected from canopies (such as the 
X band used e.g. by TerraSAR-X). Both types are useful, and a combination of the penetrat-
ing and non-penetrating bands has a great potential for describing forest biomass (Jensen 
2006; Astrium… 2012). Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) allows high-resolution imaging also 
from the space. The space-borne radars have similar advantages over airborne ones as is the 
case with satellite images and aerial photographs, namely more uniform illumination and 
less undesired variation within the image area (Ulaby et al. 1981; Natural… 2013). Pres-
ent-day SAR sensors can illuminate the ground in various ways, called acquisition modes. 
These sensors typically produce data with ground resolution comparable to medium resolu-
tion satellite images, when viewing large areas (European Space Agency 2014). Due to the 
factors presented in subsection 1.2 the success of estimating forest parameters with radar 
data depends on vegetation structure, e.g. backscatter saturation at small stand volumes has 
been reported (Baltzter et al. 2002). Volume RMSEs of 30–56% of the mean (Holopainen 
et al. 2010; Karjalainen et al. 2012; Vastaranta et al. 2013b) have been reported at field plot  
level. The smallest end results (the two latter articles) were obtained using TerraSAR-X ste-
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reo SAR images, and by extracting various statistics from a 3-D point cloud obtained from 
the stereoscopic view. For stand-level estimates, Hyyppä et al. (2000) reported standard er-
rors of 58–65% of the mean volume, using SAR data from the European Remote Sensing 
(ERS) and Japan Earth Resource Satellites (JERS) satellites.

ALS provides a means for deriving canopy and terrain height at scanned locations. The 
accuracy of the canopy height estimate is, however, dependent on the ALS point density (the 
tree tops are more likely to be missed with sparse data) and the accuracy of the derived digital 
terrain model (DTM), which in turn depends on the ALS point density and vegetation (with 
denser vegetation, the penetration to ground level is more unlikely) (Hyyppä et al. 2008). 
Data collection can be performed in a wide range of conditions, and, as with aerial photo-
graphs, the ‘resolution’, i.e. the pulse density is flexible, and can be decided after considering 
desired vertical accuracy, variation in topography, land cover and end use. Using small-foot-
print (ground diameter 0.2–2 m) ALS data and the area-based method, mean volume RMSEs 
of 16–36% in Nordic forest conditions have been reported for the field plot level (Maltamo 
et al. 2006; Holopainen et al. 2010; Vastaranta et al. 2013a,b). When using greater ALS point 
density, crown detection, single-tree volume modelling and a separate approach for smaller 
trees, Maltamo et al. (2004) obtained an RMSE of 16%. Stand-level mean volume RMSEs of 
6–42% have been reported by Næsset (1997) and Maltamo et al. (2006). Note that whereas 
ALS data are often augmented with features extracted from aerial photographs, the presented 
figures concern results obtained solely using ALS data, for comparison purposes. 

Forest area characteristics, numbers and sizes of field plots or stands and estimation 
methods vary between the studies reviewed in this section. Despite these factors, the given 
ranges exemplify well the capacities of each remotely sensed image type. Their suitability 
depends on the information needs of a particular application including timeliness, spatial 
scale, quality and accuracy targets. For operational forest inventory needs, the inventory 
specifications should be used to guide the selection of methods and image material. The price 
of image material per area unit is also to be considered in addition to issues related to sensor 
properties. Finally, also the forest and landscape properties matter: Packalén et al. (2008) 
summarised reliability figures obtainable in different stand types ranging from large and 
homogeneous to small and heterogeneous stands, between which the relative errors for stand 
volume or biomass doubled, regardless of the remotely sensed data type.

1.7 Dissertation objectives

The main objective of this dissertation was to explore the potential of various features derived 
from several remotely sensed data types in forest inventory, mainly at the large-area-level. 
Estimation was carried out at the pixel (or an equidistant grid) level, and fell in the class of 
area-based methodology. K nearest neighbour (k-NN) method was applied throughout the 
study. The image types included Landsat ETM+ satellite images, aerial photographs, TerraS-
AR-X radar data and ALS data. Special emphasis was placed on creating suitable image fea-
ture combinations originating from different data sources using (mainly automatic) feature 
selection. The effects of large-area forest properties on forest variable estimation accuracy 
were also considered. 

The objectives of the substudies were:

• Study I: to evaluate the utility of the k-NN method for forest/nonforest/water stratifica-
tion using one-time or multitemporal Landsat image data.
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• Study II: to test various approaches for combining satellite image and aerial photo-
graph features in the forest variable estimation at the plot level. Special emphasis 
was laid on dimensionality reduction using feature selection, for which genetic algo-
rithm-driven selection and forward selection were tested. Other approaches included 
feature weighting, satellite image-based stratification and a combination of individual 
estimates computed by weighting. 

• Study III: to compare the accuracy of low-pulse density ALS, high-resolution non- 
interferometric TerraSAR-X radar data and their combined feature set in forest varia-
ble estimation at the plot level. Genetic algorithm-driven feature selection was applied 
based on results obtained in II. 

• Study IV: to study automatic feature selection among ALS and aerial photograph data 
for the estimation of forest attributes in two forest areas differing in their properties. 
The suitability of grid elements and automatically delineated stand polygons in forest 
variable estimation was furthermore studied.

• Study V: to test ALS and aerial photograph data-based features in the estimation of 
forest biomasses and volumes of two forest areas differing in their properties. 

2 MATERIAL

2.1 Field data

The study area in I was located in Northeastern Minnesota, USA (47º 30’ N and 92º 26’ W), 
and covered approximately 29 748 km2. This is the most heavily forested region in the state. 
Quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.), black spruce (Picea mariana (Mill.) BSP) and 
paper birch (Betula papyrifera Marshall) dominated forests were most typical. Field data 
were measured in 2000. The plot design consisted of four 1/60 ha fixed-radius (approximate-
ly 7.3 m) circular subplots linked as a cluster, with each of the three outer subplots located 
at a distance of 36.6 m from the cluster centre (USDA Forest Service 2000). The number 
of subplots used in the analysis was 997 (within 250 cluster plots). The resulting sampling 
intensity in the study area was approximately one subplot per 3000 ha. 

The study area in II was located in Northern Karelia, Finland (62º 57’ N and 29º 50’ E). 
The size of the study area was approximately 100 km2. The conifers Scots pine (Pinus syl-
vestris L.) and Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) were the dominant tree species. Field 
data were measured in 2000 by applying a systematic sampling grid of 400 m × 300 m. The 
number of field plots was 586, and the tally trees were selected using a relascope by utilising 
basal area factor 2 and a maximum radius of 12.52 m. 

The study area in III was located in the vicinity of Espoo, Finland (60° 18’ N and 24° 
30’ E). The size of the study area was approximately 1.5 km × 1.8 km. Norway spruce dom-
inated, but Scots pine and deciduous trees (mainly birches) also occurred in considerable 
numbers. The field data (from 2007) consisted of 124 fixed-radius (7.98 m) plots measured 
tree-by-tree with a 5-cm DBH minimum. 

Studies IV and V had two study areas. Study area 1 was located in the municipality of 
Lammi, Southern Finland (61º 19’ N and 25º 11’ E). The area covered approximately 18 
km2 of forest, with quite even amounts of Scots pine, Norway spruce and deciduous trees, 
mainly birches. The field data (from 2007) consisted of 281 fixed-radius (9.77 m) circular 
field sample plots measured tree-by-tree with a 5-cm DBH minimum. Treeless field plots 
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were removed for the biomass estimates in V, leaving a total of 263 plots. Study area 2 was 
located in Eastern Finland, in the municipalities of Kuopio and Karttula (62º 55’ N and 27º 
12’ E), covering approximately 367 km2 of forest, clearly dominated by Norway spruce. The 
field data consisted of 546 fixed-radius (9-m) sample plots measured in 2009. After similar 
removal of treeless field plots, 504 plots remained in the sample (V). To include a representa-
tive sample of forest types in the field data, stratified sampling had been applied to both study 
areas, based on earlier stand inventory data. Proportional allocation was applied for deriving 
the field sample in study area 1, i.e. the number of field plots allocated to each stratum was 
based on the number of initial plots in the stratum, with the exception of very small strata. In 
study area 2 the aim was to obtain samples from each pre-defined stratum, while also taking 
into account the field plot clustering to facilitate the field work.

Key characteristics of the field data used in the substudies are presented in Table 1, and 
the locations of the study areas over the Northern Hemisphere in Figure 1.

Table 1. Key characteristics of the field data used in Studies I–V. Standard deviations are 
given in brackets. Figures denoted with ”-” were not computed for Study I, which concerned 
forest/non-forest/water classification. Study areas 1 and 2 are denoted as A1 and A2. 
* = Mean height of the dominant storey. ** = Field plot size is based on the maximum radius 
of the restricted relascope plot. The remote sensing data pixel sizes are also given for com-
parison purposes. In Study II, Landsat image was resampled to a pixel size of 625 m². In the  
cases of aerial photographs or TerraSAR-X images, averages (and other statistical meas-
ures) computed within windows corresponding approximately to the sizes of the field plots 
were used. Pixel sizes are not given for the point-based ALS data (denoted by NA). See more 
detailed explanation in subsection 2.2.

Volume, m³/ha

Study N All species Conifers
Deciduous 
species

Basal area,  
m²/ha

Mean 
height, m

Plot  
size, m²

Pixel 
size, m²

I 997 68.2 (69.0) - - 15.0 (12.1) - 167.4 900
II 586 94.1 (97.6) 77.3 (89.7) 16.7 (30.5) 13.0 (10.4) 10.6 (7.6) 492.4** 900/0.25
III 124 196.3 (113.6) 142.2 (105.5) 54.1 (76.5) 24.5 (11.2) 17.2 (3.5) 200.0 7.3/NA
IV/A1 281 178.7 (115.4) 133.5 (105.6) 45.2 (56.2) 19.8 (10.3) 17.0 (6.7)* 299.9 0.25/NA
IV/A2 546 191.3 (131.5) 150.6 (134.0) 40.7 (63.9) 22.3 (11.2) 16.9 (6.7) 254.5 0.25/NA
V/A1 263 190.9 (109.1) 142.5 (103.2) 48.4 (56.7) 21.2 (9.2) 18.2 (5.2) 299.9 0.25/NA
V/A2 504 206.5 (126.3) 162.4 (132.2) 43.4 (64.6) 23.8 (9.7) 18.0 (5.6)* 254.5 0.25/NA
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Figure 1. Study areas in relation to major biomes (biome map from FAO FRA2000). Study V 
employed the same study areas as Study IV. Projection: WGS84. 
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2.2 Imagery and extracted features

Study I employed Landsat 7 ETM+ satellite images (path 27, rows 26 and 27). Three dates 
were used: March 12, April 29 and May 31, 2000. No topographic or atmospheric correc-
tions were carried out. The images were georeferenced to the UTM coordinate system (sphe-
roid GRS80, datum NAD83, zone 15) using road vectors from the Minnesota Department of 
Transportation and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Digital Orthophoto Quads at 3-m reso-
lution. Second-order polynomial regression models and the nearest neighbour method were 
used in the resampling, and the final pixel size corresponded with the original 30 m × 30 m 
size. The estimated positional RMSEs, based on the ground control points, were 6.9–7.4 m. 
Bands 1 to 5 and 7 were used in the basic case, but the usability of the thermal bands (high 
and low gain) was also tested. These bands have an original pixel size of 60 m × 60 m. The 
field plots were designated the grey values of the spatially nearest pixel. The features were 
used as such, without standardisation. 

A Landsat 7 ETM+ satellite image was compared with CIR aerial photographs at a scale 
of 1:30 000 (II). The employed Landsat image (path 186, row 16) was acquired on June 10, 
2000. This image was georeferenced to the Finnish national grid coordinate system with 
second-order polynomial regression models on the basis of a digital map. The image was 
resampled to a final pixel size of 25 m × 25 m using the nearest neighbour method. No topo-
graphic or atmospheric corrections were carried out. The grey values of the spatially nearest 
pixel were extracted for each field plot. The aerial photographs were taken with a traditional 
film camera. The provider used an exposure falloff compensating filter. The photographs had 
been orthorectified by the National Land Survey of Finland using ground control points and 
a raster digital elevation model (DEM), and resampled to a pixel size of 0.5 m × 0.5 m. The 
outermost parts of each photograph were discarded, determined by 30% forward overlap 
and 60% side overlap, to avoid part of the radiometric distortions. A large number (72) of 
spectral and textural features were extracted from the aerial photographs. Averages and 
standard deviations were first derived from square-shaped 20 m × 20 m windows surround-
ing the sample plots, separately for each of three bands. Textural features based on image 
grey-level standard deviations and co-occurrence matrices (Haralick et al. 1973; Haralick 
1979; Wang et al. 1996) were next computed using the same extraction windows. These 
features included angular second moment, contrast, entropy and local homogeneity, each 
computed for four directions and each aerial photograph band. Haralick’s textural features 
have been widely used in several texture analysis applications. More features are available; 
the employed ones were selected by expert judgment to cover different aspects of spa-
tial structure. Finally, several standard deviations from each aerial photograph band were 
added to the set, extracted from variable-sized blocks within the 32 × 32-pixel windows  
(16 m × 16 m) around the field plots. The number and variation of the textural features was 
large enough to study their potential for substituting the lacking spectral separation capacity 
when compared with Landsat 7 ETM+ satellite images. All features were standardised to a 
mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. 

Study III compared ALS and TerraSAR-X satellite data. The ALS data were acquired on 
14 May, 2006 with an Optech3100 laser scanner at a flying altitude of 1000 m. The density 
of the returned pulses within the field plots was approximately 4 per m2. A DTM was first 
created to obtain aboveground laser heights. Several features were extracted from the vege-
tation returns (over 2 m aboveground) for sample plots, for first and last returns separately: 
the maximum, mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the observations, 
vegetation returns per total returns, height percentiles of the observation distribution from 
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10% to 100% in 10% intervals, and canopy cover percentiles as proportions of laser re-
turns below a given percentage (from 10% to 100% in 10% intervals) of total height. These 
kinds of features have typically been extracted for the area-based inventory (e.g. Næsset 
1997, 2002, 2004; Suvanto et al. 2005; Packalén and Maltamo 2006). TerraSAR-X uses the 
X-band microwave radiation carrier frequency (wavelength 3.1 cm). The Stripmap imaging 
mode was used, where the azimuth resolution is 6.6 m and the ground range resolutions are 
2.0 and 2.7 m for the incidence angles of 36° and 26°, respectively. Altogether seven du-
al-polarization images were employed, from which the data were extracted for 20-m radius 
circles to get a sufficient number of pixels for calculating the average backscattering inten-
sity and its standard deviation. All features were standardised to a mean of 0 and a standard 
deviation of 1. 

Studies IV and V compared aerial photograph data with ALS data. The remote-sens-
ing data from study area 1 consisted of orthorectified digital CIR aerial photographs with a 
ground resolution of 0.5 m and ALS data acquired from a flying altitude of 1900 m with a 
density of 1.8 returned pulses per m2. The remote-sensing data from study area 2 consisted of 
orthorectified digital aerial imagery containing NIR, red, green and blue bands with a ground 
resolution of 0.5 m, and ALS data acquired from a flying altitude of 2000 m with a density 
of 0.6 returned pulses per m2. Three feature extraction units were tested: a 20 × 20 m2 square 
window centred on each sample plot and image segments with minimum sizes of 350 m2 or 
1000 m2. The following variables were extracted from both aerial photograph and ALS first 
pulse data (height and intensity separately):

• Averages within the unit.
• Standard deviations of block pixel values within a 32 × 32 pixel window, as in II. For 

the segments, these were calculated as averages of the area covered.
• Textural features based on pixel value co-occurrence matrices, as in II, augmented 

with contrast.

Furthermore, the following height statistics for the first and last pulses of ALS points 
within the inventory unit were extracted: the mean, standard deviation, maximum, coeffi-
cient of variation, heights where certain percentages of points (5, 10, 20, …, 95%) had ac-
cumulated and percentages of points accumulated at certain relative heights (5, 10, 20, …, 
95%). Only points reaching an aboveground altitude of 2 m were considered when comput-
ing these variables. Finally, the percentage of points reaching 2 m in height was included as a 
variable. All features were standardised to a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. 

The usage of different remotely sensed data sources in the studies is summarised in 
Table 2. Combinations of these data sources were also used in Studies II–V.

Table 2. Remotely sensed data used in the studies.

Data source Studies
Aerial photographs II, IV, V
Landsat ETM+ satellite images I, II
TerraSAR-X satellite images III
Airborne laser scanning (ALS) data III, IV, V
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3 METHODS

3.1 Feature selection and weighting

A small number of features were extracted in I (3 Landsat image dates, 8 bands from each, 
altogether 24 features). There was no automatic feature selection, but image dates were used 
either independently or as combinations of March/April, April/May, and March/April/May 
images. 

The study by Holopainen et al. (2008), employing material from study area 1 of Studies 
IV and V, showed that automatically selected features outperformed the ones selected by 
expert judgment. This aspect was thus not further explored in this dissertation, and automat-
ic feature selection was employed in II–V. The main approach was to use a simple genetic 
algorithm (GA) presented by Goldberg (1989), and implemented in the GAlib C++ library 
(Wall 1996). The GA process begins by generating an initial population of strings (chro-
mosomes or genomes) which consist of separate features (genes). The strings evolve dur-
ing a user-defined number of iterations (generations). The evolution includes the following 
operations: selecting strings for mating using a user-defined objective criterion (the more 
copies in the mating pool the better), allowing the strings in the mating pool to swap parts 
(crossing over), causing random noise (mutations) in the offspring (children), and passing 
the resulting strings into the next generation. The overall best genome of the current iteration 
was also always passed to the next generation. Three to four successive steps (all including 
30 generations) were taken to reduce the number of features to a reasonable minimum. Only 
features belonging to the best genome in each step were included in the next step. Values for 
the crossing over and mutation probabilities were selected via testing. The objective variable 
to be minimised during the process was the relative RMSE of k-NN estimate for mean vol-
ume of growing stock in II. In III–V, a weighted combination of the RMSEs for mean total 
volume, and mean volumes of Scots pine, Norway spruce and deciduous species was used. 
Mean diameter and mean height were also added into the objective variable (III). In the case 
of biomass, the objective variable included RMSEs for biomass instead of volume (V).  

Sequential forward selection was used as the second feature selection method in II. In 
this method, the feature giving the smallest RMSE (for mean volume of growing stock) 
was selected as the basis, and other features were added, one by one, if they contributed to 
reducing the RMSEs. A third, modified approach, was to compute “combined estimates” 
for the field plots as weighted averages of the individual estimates obtained using the best 
aerial photograph feature sets and the best satellite image feature sets. Either equal weights 
or the inverse values of the mean square errors (MSE) were used. The features were further 
employed in a fourth approach, where the Landsat satellite image features were consumed 
for data stratification, after which the estimation was carried out strata by strata using the 
GA-selected aerial photograph feature set. 

The downhill simplex method of Nelder and Mead (1965) was used in I and II for finding 
optimal weights for the features. Tomppo and Halme (2004) employed the GA methodology 
for the weight search process. Simple tests with a range of weights have also been used (e.g. 
Tokola et al. 1996). In the applied downhill simplex method the problem was to minimise the 
mean volume RMSE by testing varying weights for the features. A simplex with n columns 
and n+1 rows was first created, where n was the number of features. The first iteration began 
with the weights 1 plus a user-defined perturbation for each band at a time (0.5 was used). 
For these rows, the k-NN cross-validation procedure was performed, mean volume RMSEs 
were calculated, and then compared with the original RMSE. After this, the iteration contin-
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ued by moving the simplex point from the highest location towards a lower point using steps 
called reflections. When a user-defined convergence limit was reached, a new iteration round 
was started (Press et al. 1999). 

3.2 Estimation and evaluation

The non-parametric k nearest neighbour (k-NN) method (e.g., Kilkki and Päivinen 1987; 
Muinonen and Tokola 1990; Tomppo 1991) is used operationally in the Finnish multi-source 
national forest inventory (MSNFI), and was applied throughout this study in the estimation 
of stand variables for pixels. In this method, we wish to find the k most similar observations 
for each target pixel, from which we have measured the variables of interested. This is one 
type of non-parametric regression (locally adaptive estimation; Altman 1992; Scott and Sain 
2005). The estimator for y is:

(1) 

where y is the dependent variable, X j is used to store the independent auxiliary variables, and 
K(Xj) is the neighbourhood defined by Xj. 

The similarity of these observations must be judged based on auxiliary variables, which 
are easily obtainable and correlate with the interesting variables (in this dissertation, the 
features presented in subsection 2.2). One way to evaluate this similarity is to measure the 
distance in the auxiliary data space. Simple Euclidean distance has often been used:

(2)

where m is the number of independent variables, xt is the value of the independent variable at 
the target location and xr is the value measured from the nearest neighbour candidate. 

If the variances of the auxiliary variables are significantly different, they must be stand-
ardised. Otherwise variables with large variation become more important in the estimation 
process. In regression analysis, the independent variables receive weights according to their 
variance and covariance with the dependent variable. This is not applicable when the simul-
taneous estimation of several dependent variables is the main interest. Hence the standardi-
sation, which may be accompanied with a separate weight search process, as explained later.

Another often used distance measure is Mahalanobis, which would overcome the vari-
able standardisation problem internally. However, the Mahalanobis and Euclidean distance 
gave similar results in the tests run prior to Study I (and in those carried out by Franco-Lopez 
et al. 2001). The most similar neighbour (MSN) method by Moeur and Stage (1995) or its 
extension, k most similar neighbours method (e.g., Maltamo et al. 2006; Packalén and Mal-
tamo 2006) could also have been chosen. They employ Mahalanobis distance and canonical 
correlations to determine the similarity of potential neighbours and the predictive power of 
the independent variables. As the emphasis here was to study the performance of various 
automatically selected feature sets, k-NN was considered more adequate as its behaviour is 
easier to analyse.

,

,
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Equation (1) can be enhanced by adding weights to the neighbours: the smaller the dis-
tance in the feature space, the larger the weight in estimation:

(3)

A separate procedure must be used for cases where d=0, e.g. by replacing 0 with a small 
positive number (0.00000…1), the size of which depends on the range of the image data and 
the variable type used in the program code.

The method must be parameterised for the data and problem at hand. In addition to the 
distance measure and weighting of the nearest neighbours, decisions must also be made con-
cerning e.g. the number of nearest neighbours and field data stratification using a restricted 
search radius or digital maps (in the remote sensing context parameter selection effects have 
been presented e.g. by Tokola and Heikkilä 1997; Tomppo et al. 1998; Tokola and Kilpeläinen 
1999; Tokola 2000; Katila and Tomppo 2001, 2002; Franco-Lopez et al. 2001; McRoberts 
et al. 2002; Tomppo and Halme 2004). Study I placed more emphasis on parameter testing 
(k varied between 1 and 10, nearest neighbours weighting was either on or off, geographical 
search distance was either limited or not), but these were fixed in other studies, as the objec-
tive was not to study the behaviour of the k-NN method, but the behaviour of different image 
features instead. The abovementioned parameters have naturally an effect on this behaviour, 
but it was believed that a sensible, fixed parameter setting, would reveal the basic behaviour 
to an adequate extent. 

Accuracy of estimates was assessed by calculating RMSEs (eq. 4) and, in Studies III and 
V, also the biases (eq. 5) of the studied variables as determined by leave-one-out cross-val-
idation. In this method each field observation in turn is left out from the set of reference 
plots and estimated using the remaining plots. These estimates are then compared with the 
corresponding observed values of the plots. The accuracies along the volume (or biomass) 
distribution were also examined by graphing the estimated values against the observed ones 
either by observed volume (biomass) classes or by field plots (II, IV, V).

(4) 

(5) 

where:  
 n = number of plots 
 yi = observed value for plot i
 ŷi = predicted value for plot i.
 

,

,

,

,
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In majority of the included studies, relative RMSE (or bias) values were given instead of 
absolute ones. The relative values show how many percentages the estimated RMSEs are of 
the observed means of each studied variable.

Land cover class was the studied variable in I, thus the mode of nearest neighbours de-
termined the estimated class. Preliminary trials in I using leave-one-out cross-validation in-
dicated a tendency for reference pixels to be chosen from the same cluster plot as the target 
pixel, due to the short geographic distance. The main analyses were thus run by prohibiting 
neighbour selection from the same cluster plot. The final evaluation was based on overall 
accuracies and error matrices. For a class variable, the error rate (Err) indicates the disagree-
ment between a predicted value ŷ and the actual response y in a dichotomous situation such 
as, ‘‘y does or does not belong to class i’’, with values 0 or 1 (Efron and Tibshirani 1994). 
Overall accuracy (OA) was used after computing the error rates (Congalton 1991; Stehman 
1997).

(6)

where:

(7)

Overall accuracy can be considered a naive measure of the agreement between the classi-
fication and ground truth, as it is possible that some of the correctly classified pixels were due 
to random chance. Especially in areas with one dominating class, classifying all the pixels into 
this class would give high accuracies. To overcome this problem at least partly, measures such 
as the various versions of Kappa are typically used. A counterargument is that the user is not 
interested in the proportion of randomly correct pixels, but on the overall probability of a pixel 
being correctly classified (Stehman 1997). A random classification in Study I would have had 
an expected OA of 0.58, and an OA of 0.74 if allowing all the pixels to receive the dominating 
class value, whereas the produced classifications had OAs of over 0.82, indicating that the 
order of OA results gave a valid view of the image material employed in each case.  

Error estimates obtained via cross-validation within the reference data set are only in-
dicative when it comes to the errors in the wall-to-wall estimation of a study area using that 
reference data set. There may be strata that are poorly or not at all presented within the field 
data. Fazakas et al. (1999) evaluated their cross-validation RMSEs (based on a NFI field 
plot sample on a Landsat TM) with an intensive field sample, and found a difference of 12 
percentage points in favour of cross-validation RMSE. 

4 RESULTS

The classification accuracy varied according to the employed data sets (images acquired on 
individual dates or their combinations) in Study I. However, the differences were relatively 
small. Changing the value of k slightly affected the classification accuracies and the ranking 
of the data sets based on these accuracies. Weighting the features slightly increased the clas-
sification accuracies. Adding thermal bands was slightly detrimental, due to the quadrupled 
pixel size. 

,
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A combination of aerial photograph and Landsat 7 ETM+ satellite image features pro-
duced the smallest estimation errors in II. The decrease of dimensionality of image fea-
tures was advantageous; a reduction of 6 percentage points in the relative mean volume 
RMSE was obtained when the best reduced combination (GA-driven selection, 9 features, 
RMSE 68% of the mean volume) was compared with the use of all extracted features (80 
features, RMSE 74%). A reduced set of aerial photograph features produced smaller RMSEs  
(8 features, RMSE 71% of the mean volume) than a reduced set of Landsat features (3 fea-
tures, RMSE 77%). A weighted combination of estimates based on reduced feature sets from 
these separate data sources also worked well. A stratification approach, where estimation 
was carried out using aerial photograph features within satellite image-based strata, was not 
successful. GA-driven selection produced slightly better results compared with forward se-
lection, but the latter was also able to improve accuracy. Weighting was beneficial, giving 
a mean volume RMSE of 65% for the abovementioned best reduced combination. Merely 
using downhill simplex-based weights for the original 80 features also decreased the RMSE 
(down to 70%). The range of weights was wider for the large feature set (more contrast was 
needed between useful and useless features) than for the reduced feature set. Both aerial 
photograph (spectral and textural) and satellite image (spectral) features were selected for 
the final, reduced feature sets. The aerial photograph spectral features came from different 
wavelength regions than the satellite image spectral features. Both genetic algorithm and 
forward selection selected Landsat ETM+ band 5 and aerial photograph NIR and R bands, 
and a textural feature based on the red band (homogeneity) to the final reduced feature sets 
(9 and 15 features, respectively), when the starting point was the original set of 80 features. 

ALS-based features performed better for forest variable estimation than TerraSAR-X- 
based features, e.g. with the mean volume of growing stock the relative RMSEs were 36% 
and 56%, respectively (III). Both remote-sensing data types resulted in somewhat biased es-
timates. A combined feature set slightly improved the estimates of some stand variables com-
pared with the use of solely ALS-based features: in the case of volume, the RMSE produced 
with the combined feature set was 35% of the mean. The presented values were obtained 
after reducing the number of features with GA-driven selection processes. The decrease of 
dimensionality of image features outperformed the use of original, high-dimensional sets: 
with the mean volume of growing stock, the relative RMSEs decreased by 4–8 percentage 
points. The biases were mainly reduced as well. The following reductions occurred in the 
numbers of features: combined feature set from 76 to 12, solely ALS-based set from 48 to 12 
and solely TerraSAR-X-based set from 28 to 7 features. When both ALS and TerraSAR-X 
features were available, both types were also included in the final set. However, the majority 
of the selected features (9/12) were based on ALS height statistics. Tree species-specific 
mean volumes were estimated with significantly larger relative errors than the combined 
mean volumes, and the inclusion of TerraSAR-X features was detrimental for the tree spe-
cies separation, especially with deciduous species. Most accurate results were obtained for 
the dominant tree species. 

The ALS and aerial photograph features extracted for the square-shaped grid elements 
in IV worked better in forest variable estimation than the features extracted for image seg-
ments: RMSEs of 28–30% vs. 33–34% were produced for the mean volume of growing 
stock, respectively for square-shaped elements and small segments (the ranges show the 
results from the two study areas). Small segments produced better results than large ones. 
The majority (61–79%) of the selected features were based on ALS data (height or intensity). 
Concerning ALS-based features, those describing the vertical distribution of height observa-
tions dominated, whereas textural features were less popular. The highest estimation accuracy 

,
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for species-specific estimates was seen with the dominant tree species. Features based on 
ALS intensity seemed to help in distinguishing the tree species. A lack of suitable neighbours 
caused errors especially in the highest end of the volume distribution. Using features selected 
for another study area produced higher RMSEs compared with those selected specifically for 
each area. The species-specific volume RMSEs rose more than those for total volume, except 
with deciduous species group in study area 1, which for some reason benefited from the use 
of features selected for study area 2.

ALS-based features once again dominated in the reduced feature sets of V, which em-
ployed ALS and aerial photograph data in the estimation of forest biomasses (and volumes). 
The observations of Study IV above hold true for the ALS feature types selected into the 
final feature subsets. Here also, features based on ALS intensity were included in some of 
the final feature subsets. Nearly all aerial photograph features selected in study area 1 were 
various textural features based on grey level co-occurrence matrices. Spectral averages of 
grey values and various standard deviations were also included in the final feature subsets of 
study area 2. Fewer features were selected when the aim was to obtain the smallest possible 
RMSEs for total biomass or volume amounts, compared with the case where species-specific 
estimates were included in the objective function. Tree species inclusion in the objective 
function further increased the relative amount of aerial photograph-based features. When 
feature selection and estimation was based solely on the ALS-based features, slightly smaller 
RMSEs were obtained for total biomass and total volume in study area 1 than with the use of 
both feature types. There the GA was unable to eliminate unnecessary aerial photograph fea-
tures. Combined feature sets produced smaller RMSEs in study area 2. The aerial photograph 
features were useful in both areas for species-specific estimation. Biases of total amounts 
were small in relation to the mean values. Species-specific biases were also small in study 
area 1, but the volume of deciduous species and biomasses of all species had some notable 
bias in study area 2.

Figure 2 gives an idea of the mean volume RMSE levels obtained throughout Studies II 
to V. Note that the properties of study areas and numbers of field plots etc. vary from study to 
study. The observations arising from the figure are discussed in the next section.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Estimation and evaluation method

The non-parametric k-NN estimation method was used throughout the studies. The ben-
efit of this method is that it is simple and all desired inventory variables can be derived 
simultaneously. The method is non-parametric in the sense that no assumptions are made 
of the distributional characteristics of the auxiliary variables or the variables of interest. A 
commonly used statement of the method’s capability to preserve the covariances of the field 
variables seems to not hold true, at least for k > 1 (McRoberts 2009). Developing an analyti-
cal error estimation method for the entire target area, from pixel level to any area of interest, 
has been a challenge. Kim and Tomppo (2006), McRoberts et al. (2007) and Magnussen et 
al. (2009) have employed model-based methodology for this problem. The comparison of 
different image features is the point of view of the studies in this present dissertation, and 
the leave-one-out error estimates produced using the reference data set can be considered 
diagnostic enough. 
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Figure 2. Schematic comparison of relative mean volume RMSEs (% of the mean) obtained 
with different image data types and their combinations. Note that the properties of study areas 
and numbers of field plots etc. vary from study to study. The decrease of dimensionality of 
image features was based on GA. 
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Parameter selection used in the estimation has an impact on the k-NN-based results. The 
optimality of different image band combinations varied a bit according to the value of k (I). 
However, in other studies the value of k was fixed, because the comparison of image features 
from different sources was emphasised instead of method functionality. 

5.2 Features originating from different sensors; their selection,  
combination and weighting

As stated in subsection 1.2, the properties of remotely sensed data are a compromise between 
the spatial, spectral and radiometric resolution. A very good spatial resolution combined with 
mediocre spectral resolution present in aerial photography is slightly superior to good spec-
tral resolution combined with mediocre spatial resolution present in multispectral satellite 
imagery (Study II; Tuominen and Poso 2001). Almost no differences were seen in studies 
comparing panchromatic imagery from SPOT satellite or aerial photographs (poor spectral 
resolution, good spatial resolution) with multispectral satellite imagery (Tokola et al. 1996; 
Hyyppä et al. 2000; Tuominen and Haakana 2005). The 3-D point cloud present in ALS 
data makes it strong compared with 2-D image material. ALS-based data was superior to  
TerraSAR-X radar data (III) and aerial photograph data (V). The suitability of separate im-
age data types for forest variable estimation throughout the studies included in this disserta-
tion can be summarised based on the order shown in Figure 2: ALS, TerraSAR-X, CIR aerial 
photographs, Landsat 7 ETM+. The RMSEs obtained using these data sources separately 
ranged from 23% to 77% of the mean volume of growing stock. 

A combination of features from different data sources mainly improved the accuracies 
(Studies II–V; Figure 2). Best results were obtained employing subsets of ALS and aerial 
photograph-based feature combinations, which in Studies IV–V gave mean volume RMSEs 
of 23–30%. These can be compared with 21–24% given by Packalén and Maltamo (2006; 
2007), who also used combined subsets of both data types. Solely ALS-based features out-
performed the combined subsets in Study V, in one study area, in the case of mean volume. 
The inclusion of TerraSAR-X radar data into ALS-based inventory also slightly decreased 
the RMSEs of mean characteristics, but the opposite occurred for species-specific volumes. 
A combination of aerial photograph and Landsat data always surpassed the use of a single 
data source for the forest variables included in II. A combination of Landsat-based features, 
acquired at different seasons or over a time span of several years, helped in discriminating 
the objects of interest (Study I, Franco-Lopez et al. 2001).

Concerning the details of features selected from different image data types, it is interest-
ing that even features based on ALS intensity were included in some of the feature subsets of 
Studies IV and V, despite the varying angle of incidence. However, those describing the ver-
tical distribution of ALS observations clearly dominated. When aerial photograph features 
were combined with ALS or Landsat 7 ETM+ data, aerial photograph textural features were 
preferred over their basic grey values (Studies II, IV, V). Grey values from different wave-
length regions were selected from each data source in a combination of aerial photograph 
and Landsat 7 ETM+ features (Study II). Lu (2005) found that textures were even more im-
portant than spectral responses in cases with complicated forest stand structure. 

A feature set with decreased dimensionality produced by automatic feature selection gave 
better results compared with the use of all available features (Studies II and III; Figure 2). 
The expansion of the feature space (large number of features) narrowed the set of field plots 
used as closest neighbours in tests carried out in Study II, concerning the curse of dimension-
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ality. A simple genetic algorithm was used in II–V (also other methods in II). Although the 
randomness inherent in the applied genetic algorithm method results in somewhat random fi-
nal feature subsets, logical differences occurred between features selected for different study 
areas. This observation also means that feature selection should be performed separately for 
each study area. However, there may usually be several good subsets within a large set of ex-
tracted image features. Based on the results obtained in Study II (and Packalén et al. 2012), 
it seems that feature selection can successfully be carried out in a multitude of ways. One 
phenomenon of the employed GA selection should be noted, though: the solely ALS-based 
feature subset outperformed the combined feature subset in one of the test cases, indicating 
that more flexibility should have been added to the process so as to allow for the eradication 
of all unfavourable features (aerial photograph features in this case). 

Optimal weights were searched for by adopting a downhill simplex method (I and II). Weight-
ing was beneficial. Concerning the feature selection and weighting, overfitting of the models 
may occur, especially if the field dataset is small in relation to the number of features. The leave-
one-out cross-validation helps to avoid this problem to a great extent: the target field plot is never 
itself present in the training data. However, feature selection and/or weighting emphasise fea-
tures that minimise the RMSE of the forest variables of interest within the current field dataset. 
Above it was said that final feature sets differed logically between the study areas which is an-
other aspect of this issue. The implications were studied in IV, where the features selected for one 
area were applied in the forest variable estimation of another area, and higher RMSE values were 
obtained. Species-specific volume errors were particularly affected. This is not surprising as the 
forest properties of these two areas greatly differed. In study area 1 the proportions of Scots pine, 
Norway spruce and deciduous species were relatively even whereas in study area 2 Norway 
spruce clearly dominated. In the case with one dominant tree species, features describing the ver-
tical distribution of ALS height observations helped to discriminate between Norway spruce for-
ests with various stocking, but were generally less useful for discriminating tree species groups 
in the other study area. The amount of mixed stands may also have varied, which would explain 
the failure of the features selected for study area 1 in the species-specific estimation of the Nor-
way spruce dominated study area 2. This was, however, not explored further. 

The study area-specific training of models is one downside of data-driven selection of var-
iables. However, as already stated in the Introduction, the complexity of relationships between 
ground truth and remotely sensed data gives justification for the use of automated methods. 
In the Methods it was mentioned that an earlier study showed the superiority of automatically 
selected features over those selected by researchers. Furthermore, the selection is not entirely 
data-driven: before initiating the feature selection process, the analyst has 1) selected the im-
agery and 2) selected the features to be extracted, both based on expert knowledge. There is 
also a third significant decision to be done by the analyst or the end user: which of the forest 
variables should be emphasized in the estimation process? One may e.g. put more weight on 
the estimation success of total stand volume than on tree species-specific volumes, and, as 
seen in the results of V, these choices affect the composition of the feature sets. The optimal 
parameter settings for k-NN also depend on the estimation targets.

5.3 Effects of illumination, topography and atmosphere

No topographic, atmospheric or BRDF corrections were performed for the Landsat image-
ry in these studies. Topographic variation often has the greatest impact on the estimates in 
mountainous terrains, where topography-related variables may correlate more with image 
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values than the forest variables (Cohen and Spies 1992). The terrain was generally flat in the 
study areas included in this work. Atmospheric correction should be conducted when analys-
ing single scenes if aerosols are heterogeneously distributed over the scene (Kaufman 1994). 
Here, the atmosphere was assumed uniform within single scenes. The dominant atmospheric 
effect is scattering for Landsat-type data, because bands have been designed to utilise the at-
mospheric transmission windows. The scattering effect is additive and the correction would 
be close to subtracting a constant in each spectral band, which has no meaning in the analysis 
of a single image (Song et al. 2001). Furthermore, it was possible to select cloud free image-
ry acquired in clear sky conditions.

Concerning other image data types, only the central parts of the aerial photographs were 
used in II, to avoid part of the falloff and illumination problems. The imaging process in IV 
and V was digital, which removes or mitigates part of the distortions. All employed aerial 
photographs had been orthorectified using a DEM. The TerraSAR-X images were orthorecti-
fied to remove distortions caused by the side-looking imaging geometry (III).

5.4 Effects of forest area and field sample properties

The effects of forest area characteristics could be seen in the results of two separate study 
areas used in IV and V. While the relative combined mean volume RMSEs of growing stock 
were approximately similar between the study areas (Figure 2), those for species-specific 
mean volumes differed greatly. The study areas were the same in both studies, but the plots 
in Study V with no tree biomass were removed. This had a negligible effect on the RMSEs of 
combined mean volume (27.8 to 27.5 and 29.6 to 28.5, in study areas 1 and 2, respectively). 
The effects on species-specific mean volumes were slightly larger. 

The high correlation between ALS data and structural stand variables has greatly im-
proved the estimation results compared with those from medium resolution satellite imagery 
or aerial photographs. With k-NN the ALS-based features thus guide the nearest neighbour 
selection to those similar to the target stand also in reality, provided that these are present in 
the field data. The availability of similar field observations was tested by estimating the mean 
growing stock volumes as an average of five field observations with most similar volumes 
(II). The resulting RMSE was 7% of the mean volume. Even in this simple one-variable test 
an exact match would require more field plots. Scarcity of field observations in large volume 
classes seemed to increase the estimation error (IV). A lack of suitable neighbours was seen 
also in the results obtained with feature sets optimised for mean volume estimation only: the 
mean volume RMSEs decreased, but those of species-specific volumes rose, meaning that 
there were more eligible neighbours with similar volumes but the actual forest composition 
differed. Temesgen et al. (2003) and LeMay and Temesgen (2005) presented a further point: 
artificial new stand types may be created in an area-based approach with k-NN and similar 
methods, with tree species combinations that do not exist in the study area. This is of less im-
portance in Nordic conditions, where the number of major tree species is small, and forests 
are regionally relatively homogeneous. 

Rare forest types may lack training data unless stratified sampling is applied when col-
lecting field data. With stratified sampling, the efficiency of the inventory can furthermore be 
improved by allocating fewer field observations into strata that show little variation. Here, 
field data obtained using stratified sampling were available in Studies IV and V. Stratification 
can also be used in the estimation phase. Working within strata may improve the estimates 
by removing unsuitable training data observations before entering the process. For instance, 
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separate volume estimation for mineral soil forests and forests growing on peatland signif-
icantly decreased biases of both strata (Katila and Tomppo 2001). Data stratification into 
mineral soil and peatland forests was not possible due to the small number of field plots 
available, especially in the peatland strata (II to V). 

5.5 Effects of spatial resolution and autocorrelation

Estimation was carried out at the field inventory unit (or pixel/equidistant grid) level in the 
studies of this dissertation. As can be seen from the review given in Section 1.6, far better re-
sults have been reported for stand level, which is also the unit for silvicultural operations. In 
addition to inventory unit size, the shape may also be of importance. Employing combination 
of ALS and aerial photograph data, the idea of Study IV was to test the performance of auto-
matically segmented substands, as it was thought that small, homogeneous segments around 
the field plot centre could also describe the field characteristics, possibly even better than a 
fixed-size grid element. However, these segments did not perform well, indicating that the 
segmentation failed to produce homogeneous segments. Part of the larger RMSEs was due 
to the complex segment forms, as borders were often generated in canopy gaps within the 
stands. Additional smoothing could have helped with this. Improved results were obtained 
using segments instead of field plots in studies with Landsat-type satellite imagery (Mäkelä 
and Pekkarinen 2001) and aerial photographs (Pekkarinen and Tuominen 2003). With satel-
lite images, errors in image registration may be smoothed by using areas larger than one pix-
el. One factor to be taken into account is the possible discrepancy between field plot size and 
resolution of the remotely sensed data. In Study I the single subplots accounted only for 19% 
of the Landsat image pixel size. This undoubtedly had some effect on the estimation accura-
cy, however, when operating at the forest/non-forest level the effect should be smaller than in 
the case of stand volumes, forest cover classes etc. In Study II the field plot size (based on the 
maximum radius of the relascope sample plot) was 55% of the original Landsat pixel size, 
allowing a much better match. Other remote sensing data types contained several pixels or 
data points within the field plot areas, and gave the possibility to compute various statistical 
measures for each location, thus improving the separative capacity of the data.

Concerning the spatial autocorrelation in I, preliminary trials using the leave-one-out 
cross-validation indicated a tendency for reference field plots to be chosen from the same 
field cluster as the target field plot, due to the close geographic distance. The analyses 
were thus also run by prohibiting neighbour selection from the same cluster. Field obser-
vations in other studies were assumed independent; the distances between field plots were 
larger than in I. 

5.6 Other disturbance factors

Estimation error includes a component caused by field measurement and variable modelling 
errors. Field plot location errors, image georeferencing errors, DTM construction errors with 
ALS data and differences between the imaging date and field data collection date cause mis-
matches between independent and dependent variables. These factors were not considered in 
this dissertation. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS

This study focused on the potential that image features extracted from various remote-
ly sensed data types served as independent variables for forest inventory purposes. Data 
sources included Landsat satellite images, aerial photographs, TerraSAR-X radar and ALS 
data. Combinatios of these data types were also employed. The potential was assessed based 
on forest variable estimation errors. In this study, large-area forest inventory was empha-
sized, but, the obtained methodology could be applied to forest inventories at both global 
and management levels. The effects of field sample properties (sampling design, location 
and measurement accuracy, models) were not considered in this dissertation. The estimation 
approach was area-based, which produces results for a uniform grid (or substand) instead of 
single-tree level estimation. The estimation method used was k-NN and automatic feature 
selection mainly based on a genetic algorithm process. According to the results, combining 
data sources with different, complementary properties typically improved the estimation ac-
curacy of the studied forest variables. However, ALS-based features are quite powerful also 
when used separately. An automatically selected feature subset gives better estimates than a 
large number of features, due to noisy features and the ‘curse of dimensionality’.

Forest area properties had an effect on the obtainable error levels, especially concerning 
the more detailed stand characteristics (species-level growing stock volumes), and also on the 
selected image feature subsets. Forests in this study were mainly located in Finland, meaning 
that they were under silvicultural management regimes, even-aged and typically had a clear 
stand structure. Finnish forests furthermore only have a few tree species. Generally, the more 
heterogeneous the forests are, the more indirect and irregular the relation between forest and 
spectral variables may be (Maselli and Chiesi 2006). The forest area types employed in this 
study are a good test bed for remote sensing-aided forest inventory methods – if the methods 
fail here, they will not work in more complex conditions either.
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